Products

ADHESIVE FOR
CERAMIC FLOOR

Flexible tile adhesive.
Excellent bond strength for ceramic,
granite, marble on floor, plaster,
concrete, tile on tile, glass block,
and existing concrete to new concrete.
For making minimalist lines
(using trowel).
For patching the broken wall of
electricity-pipe (FK 101 mixed by
sand with 1:1)
Adhesive for the binding of precast
concrete on the wall.
FK 101 White (special package) dustless or no dust.

water
White & Grey

APPLICATION

ADHESIVE FOR
CERAMIC WALL

water
White & Grey

APPLICATION

TILE
GROUTING

Filler for ceramic space nat (grouting),
granite, marble and natural stone on
floor, bathroom wall and swimming pool.
The main function of nat (grouting) is
as the movement space of ceramic.
It should be filled by flexible nat (grouting).
If filled by conventional cement with hard
and fragile character, it would break and
easily crack when the movement exists
(expand – shrink) in the building construction.

SUPERIORITY
FS NAT (grouting) flexible and
waterproof.
Anti Efflorescence or anti white stain
on the crack or nat space.

water
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RUBBER HAMMER
A device for beating and pressing in the
installation on ceramic, granite, marble,
natural stone, light brick and paving block.
The material installed will not break because
it is flexible and spongy.

NAT RUBBER
A device to fill hollow tile grout of ceramic,
granite, marble, natural stone, etc.
For FS NAT application. Using nat rubber
denser cavity filling on nat, more tight,
more smooth and faster.

TROWEL
A device used for installation ceramic, granite,
marble, natural stone and light brick. By using
trowel the adhesive - spreading is better / no
empty space, installation faster and material
saving. Useable for minimalist lines stripes.

WATERPROOFING

MULTIPURPOSE,
FLEXIBLE
WATERPROOFING

APPLICATION
For waterproofing on the concrete
floor, resist against water pressure
up to 1 bar (10 m depth).
For waterproofing (anti leakage) of
concrete drain, concrete floor,
watertorn, groundtank, bathroom,
swimming pool, etc.
Preventing outdoor penetration.
Resist againts still penetration.
Resist against still water
(anti peeling).
DS 105 White as differentiator and
to minimize the fault in waterproofing
application process (between
the waterproofed surface and not).

APPLICATION
Leakage prevention on easily crack
area such as roof top, corner,
floordrain and concrete surface.
Application on ceramic, granitte and
natural stone on wood, glass iron
stripe and wet area.
Prevent and handling crack between
wall and wood sills, glassblock,
steel pipe / IWF Beam.
Adhesive for pre print concrete join
on surface and wall.
FK 103 White contains anti
efflorescence or efflorescence
(white stains) resistance.

PRIMER
WATERPROOFING

APPLICATION
As concrete primer layer during
waterproofing application process.
As waterproof product mixture
(mix DS 105) for wall layer and
concrete tube.
Binding dust particles – concrete –
glue (adhesive) better mixed
by cement.
Reducing crack on concrete and
plaster (put into concrete –
mixture or plaster).

Package
Spreading

EXTRA STRONG
BONDING AGENT

APPLICATION
Bonding existing concrete and new
one for tightly adhesived (application :
mix with cement).
Uniting concrete collum with plaster.
As cement mixture and concrete for
high adhesive power (unitable dust
particel on concrete - concrete
adhesive).
For plaster application process and
skim coat (preventing shrink crack
and good for all type of cement).
Reducing crack on concrete and
plaster (put into cement and
sand mixture).

HIGH FLEXIBLE,
HIGH PRESSURE
WATERPROOFING

APPLICATION
Filler between sills (aluminium /
UPVC / wood) with wall handling
partition board join not to crack
and leakage.
Handling break concrete and laying
concrete not to water penerate.
Handling vertical and horizontal
corner great movement
(shrink expand).
Filler betweem water pipe and floor
not to break and stable to tremble.

A filling device for space between wall and sills
(aluminium / UPVC / wood), simple and pratical to use.
Simply filled the space for more smooth result tight and denser,
material in use is more efficient (save the material due to
unscattered filling).
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CEMENT BLITZ

CR 107
CONCRETE
REPAIRING

6
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APPLICATION
Ceramic application process in
swimming pool without draining the
pond water. CB 109 would harden in
5 minutes after mixing.
Halting water / leakage running out
from wall or concrete penetration.
For injection stuff to block water
running out from concrete wall,
concrete floor, concrete drain,
groundtank, lift space
and basement.

APPLICATION
Repairing porous and hole of
concrete surface.
Smoothing and hardening the
concrete surface of warehouse,
floor, parking lot, etc.
Floor concrete repair for scratch
resistance and anti scrub of heavy
vehicles : forklift, hardfalet and for
engine platform.
Covering skim coat or concrete
surface to prevent scratch and scrub.
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APPLICATION

NATURAL STONE
COATING

SUPERIORITY
Water repellent (water not enter
the pores of natural stone).
Natural stone will not turn yellow if
exposed to direct sunlight.
Resistance to mildew and fungus.
Resistance to ultraviolet ray.
Available in 2 types :
TG 302 DOF (Stones look more
natural).
TG 302 WET LOOK (Stones look
more shiny and clear).

WALL PAINT
WSUPPLEMENT

APPLICATION
A mixture for wall paint for better
paint quality (mix TG 301 ± 10%
of paint volume).
As foundation layer / wall sealer /
precoat during the painting layer to
save the paint and tightly adhesive.
Good for putty base adhesive liquid
(mix with SC 114).

For maximum painting result
any waterbase sterin acrylic paint
use skim coat for foundation
LEMKRA SKIM COAT / SC 114

FINISHING
APPLICATION

LIGHT BRICK
ADHESIVE

Light Brick Thickness

Thickness

APPLICATION

PLASTER

Instant plaster prevent hair crack.
Apply on any surfaces : concrete, bataco,
red-brick, partition board, light brick,
concrete brick, etc.
SUPERIORITY
Simple and practical application.
Extra high bond strength.
Thin adequate 1 cm thick.
Flexible to movement of building
construction (shrink and expand).
Contain marble for cool effect of
the room.

Spreading

SKIM COAT

DECORATIVE
PLASTER

APPLICATION
Flexible skim coat and prevent
hair crack.
Skim coating with high adhesive,
used for concrete surface and
underlayment.
Perfect smooth finishing to save the
usage of wall paint.
Repairing wavy-wall without
removing old skim coat.
SC 114 White (special package) is
dustless, suitable for skim coat
renovation of hospital, food factory,
pharmacy, museum, gallery,
restaurant, office, etc.

As ready used practical plaster as
decorative plaster instead of paint
and wallpaper.
As alternative finishing on wall, pillar
and collumn without skim coating
or wall painting.
SUPERIORITY
Semi waterproofing and ultraviolet ray
resistance.
Giving natural impression and full of
artistic value.
Economical, wall without skim coating
or repainting.

Lemkra Stone Paint (LSP) is wall covering
that contain natural stone and is formulated
as a substitute for natural stone
and wallpaper. Alternatives to finish on the
LEMKRA
exterior of the building, such as the exterior
( PEREKAT DINDING KERAMIK )
walls, railings and partitions.
STONE
PAINT
Give a memorable experience and add
esthetic value to your building.
4 Color Selection

Light Grey

Grey

Light Brown

Brown

cc water
Color Selection

SPRAY GUN
CEMENT GUN - AIR TEXTURE
A spray device to make texsture and motive
in finishing on wall, fence wall and partition board.
Used for the application of decorative plaster (PM 113),
Lemkra Stone Paint (LSP) and painting.
It's simple to use and faster.

SELF LEVELING
UNDERLAYMENT &
OVERRLAYMENT

APPLICATION
Formulated product especially for
self levelling floor.
Self Leveling Underlayment, used as
floor screeding before placing carpet
wood, ceramic, granite, marble, vinile,
ect. Compatible with all kinds of adhesive
for floor.
Self Leveling Overlayment, used as for
sturdy and smooth floor screeding and
for concrete overlayment indoor.
Compatible for large working and
hygienis floor, such as : manufacturer,
pharmacy, restaurant, showroom, hotel,
mall, resindance floor, etc.
Package
Thickness
Spreading
Mixture
Color

FH 108
FLOOR
HARDENER

APPLICATION
Formulated product especially to
make concrete floor powerfull to
scratch and burden preasure.
Excellent for warehouse floor jetty,
service station, garage, parking lot,
gas station, tennis court,
factory-floor, etc.
SUPERIORITY
Anti scratch and resistance to high presure.
Homogen with concrete floor.
Concrete floor without special maintenace.
Easy to use, spread FH 108 powder
on floor when half dry condition and
screed with trowel.
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MULTIFUNCTION
ADHESIVE

Economical, thin adhesive with cement
base and chemical mixture that can
change the characteristics of cement :
hard and brittle to be flexible and strong.

For the installation of ceramic,
granite, marble, natural stone on
floor and wall (indoor only).
For the installation of ceramic,
granite and natural stone on
concrete media.
For the installation of light brick
and glass block (indoor).
Flattening wavy and perforated
concrete.

LIGHT BRICK
ADHESIVE

Economical, special adhesive for the
installation of light brick, pressed brick
concrete and bataco.
With extra strong bond, flexible to
expand or shrink and thrifty.
Good for high rise building process.
APPLICATION

INSTAN PLASTER
GUNUNG CIREMAI

Practical and ready to use with flexible
and extra strong bond against the
movement or expand-shrink of building
construction and ultra violet ray
resistance. Excellent for high rise
building process.

For plaster and screeding process
in large volume, for project better use
plaster machine for more praticaly and
more economical.

PVC CORNER BEAD

Size

PVC CORNER BEAD COLOR

Corner material of ceramic, granite and marble on
wall and floor. Designed and made of best quality PVC,
with suitable spesification for construction (exterior and
interior use).
SUPERIORITY
Corner : more accurate, tidy and more
straight, add next point esthetic value.
Corner : more resistant and bump.

Fiberglass Mesh is a fiberglass spinningcloth of alkali resistance, strong and flexible.
Widely useable to build external and internal
wall insulation, waterproofing iron - inframe,
strengthening wall, floor and iron - frame of
plaster.

TOOLS

AS MIXER

More homogenous mixture
product “good mixture”.
Look like “paste / tooth-paste”
mixture not spill when the
cement spade / not in
straight position.
Accelerate mixing prosess.

SKIM COAT TOOLS

TILE GROUTING TOOLS

HF 007 APPLICATION TOOLS

STONE PAINT TOOLS

PVC CORNER BEAD TOOLS

TILE ADHESIVE TOOLS

DECORATIVE PLASTER TOOLS

WATERPROOFING TOOLS

Project

